
HAS THE USE OF COMPUTERS IMPROVED

Could you live without a computer or any technology that uses the internet So how did the first computer come about
and how has it changed.

Imagine, if this idea had been presented to scientist 50 years ago, the presenter would have been laughed out
of the conversation. This marks the evolution of the computer from a specialized machine for scientists and
mathematicians to technology that is more accessible to the general public. They also began to write
documents specifically for online publication â€” that is, web pages. However, they soon became a household
name, which revolutionized everything from school homework to grocery shopping. Modern computers are
simply very advanced calculators. They're usually each tailored to attack a particular algorithm," said study
lead author Shantanu Debnath, a quantum physicist and optical engineer at the University of Maryland,
College Park. Computers are able to be reprogrammed to suit any user's needs. Using computers we are able to
create a document, display it on screen, modify and print it on a printer or publish in front of the world
through world wide web. It made the computers smaller, faster, cheaper and more efficient to run. He believes
that computer technology will continue to improve the standard of living and create opportunities for
everyone. Additional resources. A computer is a general purpose device that has developed a lot over the
years. GPS and map application permits us to go virtually anywhere in the world without fear and deviation.
The magnetic drum is a metal coated cylinder with magnetic iron-oxide material which stored data and
programs. Google acquires Android, a Linux-based mobile phone operating system. Thus, in many essays and
group discussions, particularly in schools and colleges, students are often asked to write "How have computers
changed our life? It saves time and relieve severity of traveling difficulties. When microprocessors where
invented in , the era of mass usage of computers began! The Present day and the Future It is amazing to see
how the computer has developed, from a computer that filled a large room to what we have in the workplace
and at home today â€” a smaller, faster version of the 1st computer. Print media, Television and Radio play
important role in our life. Almost any mathematical function can be plugged into a computer, and the
computer will solve almost instantaneously. A majority of college students cannot have a day without login to
at least one social networking site. The following brief history of computing is a timeline of how computers
evolved from their humble beginnings to the machines of today that surf the Internet , play games and stream
multimedia in addition to crunching numbers. They allow huge amounts of information to be stored in a small
space. Today the identity of information technology is computers. In education sector, teaching and learning
reached new highs after started using computers in our life. Change the way we work The fear that the job
market might be destroyed due to the onset of technology is not new, but with the development of new
technology, automation might happen a lot faster than before. The vacuum tubes were no longer the best thing
for running a computer, the latest component to replace the vacuum tubes is a transistor. They are used to deal
with many tasks due to their various potential. So how did the first computer come about and how has it
changed over the years? In this modern world, our "Guru" as all we know is "Google search" being evolved as
Human Assist adopting Artificial Intelligence the latest trends in Computer application. They too have
influence of computers from production, control, storage and broadcasting.


